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University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

AN INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

Friday, Nov. 22, 1968
VoL 71, No. 29

New Off-Campus Privileges
Requested
byUM W
SENTINELS ARRIVE—Sentinel Editor Ann Fellows proudly shows
a copy of the 1967-68 Sentinel to A. P. Madison, director of printing:
services. This is the second year that the Sentinels have been
printed at the UM Printing Department. Stndents may pick up the
new Sentinels in the Activities Room of the Lodge starting today.
(Staff Photo by Bill Anderson.)

Student Restlessness
Upsets Campuses
PRAGUE (AP)—Thousands of
weary students lugged bedrolls
and guitars from university halls
yesterday.
Some students were bitter that
their ending four-day strike failed
to bring guarantees of freedom,
some were elated that the young
had engendered a new political
force in their Soviet-occupied
country.
Emerging at noon from lecture
halls and laboratories the students
had lived in since Sunday, the op
timists believed they had alerted
the public to resist erosion under
Soviet p r e s s u r e of reforms
launched by the Alexander Dubcek regime last spring.
Other students were disappoint
ed that the Communist govern
ment had refused to discuss in de
tail with them their 10-point man
ifesto -or to permit its publication
in the censored press.
The 10 points of the manifesto
upheld freedom of speech, assem
bly, travel abroad and research
and demanded a six-month limit
on press censorship re-established
after the Soviet-led invasion Aug.

standstill yesterday, the day after
its shaky reopening.
Uniformed police marched into
the campus twice during the after
noon to break up disorders by an
estimated 200 of the school’s 18,000
students.
A policeman fired two shots into
the air while rescuing a fellow of
ficer who was beaten by strikers.
Two students were arrested. One
was accused of disrupting a sci
ence class, the other of interfer
ing' with police.
★
★
★
BLUEFIELD, W.Va. (AP) — A
bomb exploded last night in the
new physical education building
on the campus of racially troubled
Bluefield State College, city police
said.
No one was reported injured.
The explosion, police said, blew
out a portion of one wall, shattered
windows throughout the building
and spewed debris for up to 50
feet.
According to firemen the bomb,
apparently in a paper bag, had
been placed in a stairway near the
top floor of the four story $1.6
20.
Tension eased as the university million building. Construction on
strikes in west and central Czecho the building was completed in
slovakia broke up. The govern January of 1967.
It was the latest in a series of
ment and party showed no sign of
following up their sharp Wednes incidents that have troubled the
day night warning to the students, campus since violent student dem
accusing them of trying to split onstrations last fall.
Wendell Hardway, the first
the working class and demanding
that they “stop before it is too white president of the formerly
all-Negro
college, said his life has
late.”
The warning was widely re been threatened.
Monday the school expelled one
garded as a sign of official panic
over scattered factory work stop student and suspended four others
pages in sympathy with the stu for a student demonstration in the
dining hall.
dent sit-ins.
Mr. Hardway’s removal as pres
★
★
★
ident and the ouster of most of the
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—Strik college’s top administrators has
ing students scuffled with police been sought by a group of 450
and forced troubled San Francisco Negroes in the 1,400-member stu
State College to a near teaching dent body.

Student Donations for Food
Will Go to Starving Africans
The UM Campus Christian
Council will make “a direct ap
peal to the student body and to
Missoula” Tuesday for donations to
help supply food for the starving
people in Biafra, Africa.
Donations will be accepted at a
display in the Lodge “where the
facts on starvation in Biafra will
be made public,” Council officials
said Thursday.
Officials said they, “feel that in
the midst of our Thanksgiving
celebrations there will be many

who will want to mark the day
with positive actions toward the
relief of this serious human crisis.
“To date,” they said, “ a total
of more than 26 million pounds
of food has been shipped into the
critical area, but much more is
needed. Deaths from starvation
continue at an appallingly high
rate.”
Besides contributing at the
Lodge display, students and towns
people may mail contributions to
the Biafran Appeal, 532 Univer
sity Ave.

A proposal allowing women to
live off-campus during the quar
ter they become 21 will be pre
sented to the Student Facilities
Council today.
The proposal is a modification
of the current code which states
that women may not live off-campus until they are 21. The current
code further states that women
may not break contracts with the
dormitory during the quarter they
turn 21.
Andrew Cogswell, dean of stu
dents, said acceptance of the pro
posal by the council and UM Presi
dent Robert Pantzer could have
the following effects:
• A woman who is or will be
21 before the end of this quarter
would be allowed to move offcampus.
• Twenty women who are now
living off-campus against regula-

SCLC Leader
Talks Tonight
Hosea Williams, director of the
Selma to Montgomery Civil Rights
March in 1964 and current field
director of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) of
Atlanta, Ga., will talk about the
future of the American poor to
night at 7:45 p.m. in the Music
Recital Hall.
Mr. Williams’ speech will begin
the Farmer-Labor Institute in
Missoula today through Sunday.
The institute is sponsored by the
Montana State AFL-CIO, Montana
Farmers Union and UM Teachers
Union.
Mr. Williams has been involved
in the SCLC since 1953. He
reached national prominence when
he organized an economic boy
cott in Savannah, Ga., in 1960.
Since then he has been special
projects director and director of
voter .registration and political ed
ucation for the SCLC.
Among those speaking in the
Saturday afternoon session are
Sen. Lee Metcalf, Paul Babey,
president of the Alberta Farmers
Union, and Gene Huntley, Mon
tana representative of the Ameri
can Civil Liberties Union. Larry
Itliong, assistant director of the
United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee of the AFL-CIO, will
speak at the Farmer-Labor Insti
tute banquet Saturday night.
Samuel B. Chase, UM econom
ics professor, and Leonard Lashomb, executive vice president of
the Minnesota AFL-CIO, will
speak Sunday morning.

tions would be allowed to con committee to Pres. Pantzer.
tinue living off-campus if they
George Mitchell, administrative
are now or will be 21 before the vice president, said the council
quarter’s end.
can only make recommendations
• Any woman who turns 21 to the president.
during a certain quarter would be
The advisability of a co-ed dor
considered 21 at the beginning of mitory will also be discussed at
the quarter.
the meeting, Mr. Mitchell said.
• Mr. Cogswell said 44 women
A co-ed dormitory consists of
could be affected by the proposal. separate men and women’s wings
The Student Facilities Council, on opposite ends of a complex
composed of students, deans and with a central administrative area
administrators, acts as an advisory linking the two.

Student Power Group Moves
To Increase Coed Freedom
Members of Ed, UM “student
power” group, decided last night
to send several representatives to
a meeting of the Student Facilities
Council this morning in hopes of
equalizing women’s rights with
men’s rights on this campus.
Proposals from Ed are for more
rights for women students. This
includes disposing of women’s
hours, allowing women under 21
to live off-campus and open dorms.
Women students attending the
committee meeting included Eliz
abeth Scanlin, Andrea Grauman,
Cheryl Lowe, Candis Compton,
Sean Lohman, Janet Stacey and
Christeen Holmes.
Last night’s meeting was called
because the UM administration
threatened to force several wom
en, under the age of 21 and who
live off-campus, to move back into
the dorms.

Hope Fades
For Miners

MANNINGTON, W.Va,, (AP)—A
small explosion rumbled through
a burning coal mine last night,
moments after mine officials ex
pressed only slight hope for the
safety of 78 men trapped 800 feet
below the surface.
The blast, latest in a series since
early Wednesday, spewed flames
and smoke from the Llewellyn
entrance to Mountaineer Coal Co.
No. 9 mine.
James McCartney, a public re
lations aide for the parent Con
solidation Coal Co., called the blast
“a setback” for attempts to rescue
the trapped miners.
“It means the fire has gone back
to the Llewellyn, portal,” he said.
He said the blast occurred at 7:45
p.m. (MST), 36 hours after the
first explosion touched off a holo
caust deep in the mine.
Consolidation Vice President
William Poundstone had said min
utes earlier there still was hope
£hat the trapped miners were
James D. Griffin, director of alive.
the Museum of Anthropology at
He had told a news conference
the University of Michigan in Ann that the fire and smoke conditions
Arbor, will speak Monday at 7:30 in the mine apparently had stabi
pm., in Journalism 304.
lized and that there was evidence
His topic, early Indians of the the fire had diminished.
eastern United States, will be il
There was no immediate deter
lustrated with slides.
mination of how the latest blast
Mr. Griffin is one of the top would affect rescue efforts.
five archaeologists in America to
Mr. Poundstone would not esti
day, according to Carling Malouf, mate when rescue teams could en
chairman of the anthropology de ter the smoke-filled shafts and
partment. He is best known for his “we still don’t know where the
research in the Hopewell Horizon miners are.”
project of the Mississippi Valley,
He said continual efforts had
noted for its pottery and art cul been made to contact the missing
ture, Mr. Malouf added.
men but all were unsuccessful.
Mr. Griffin is a recipient of the
Mr. Poundstone said work al
Viking Medal, an anthropology ready has begun on the boring of
foundation award given to out holes through the mountainside in
standing members in the field.
an effort to reach the men. But he
Mr. Griffin will meet with an noted the holes would have to go
thropology classes and students down some 800 feet and said this
Monday.
would require two or three days.

Museum Director
Speaks Monday

Scott Workman, an Ed member,
said he was told by Maurine Clow,
associate dean of students, that no
action will lie taken against the
girls who have now reached the
age of 21 and live off-campus.
However she said the nine girls
living off campus illegally will
be forced to move back at the
beginning of winter quarter.
Workman also quoted Dean
Clow as saying the administra
tion may have to force men over
21 to move off-campus next year
to make room for under-age girls
in Aber Hall.
The only women who now live
off-campus legally are those with
severe illnesses, those working for
board and room and those living
with relatives.
Some in the group felt support
for the liberalized rights and
channels through which to get
them passed, should come from
Central Board instead of AWS,
because they felt AWS is con
trolled by Dean Clow.

Students Need
Permission for
Withdrawals
Faculty Senate decided yester
day that students who are on pro
bation will need permission of the
academic standards committee to
receive a W for withdrawl from
a class.
Arnold Silverman, head of the
academic standards committee,
said the rule would take effect
next quarter if no problem re
sulted from the rule not being in
the present catalog. If it did not
take effect next quarter it would
when the new 1970-1971 catalog
was in use, he added.
The reason, Mr. Silverman said,
for this action is because too many
probation students are waiting un
til the end of the quarter to drop
a class they are failing. He said
they go to the dean of students’
office with a withdrawal in one
hand and the registration schedule
for the following quarter in the
other.
The committee, he added, would
review each case to see if the pro
bation student had a legitimate
excuse for dropping a course. He
said students are dropping courses
just to get the needed 2.0 GPA
to remain in school.
Gordon Browder, chairman of
Faculty Senate and professor of
sociology, said that Faculty Senate
also passed a by-law allowing the
admissions, graduation and aca
demic standards committee and
the curriculum committee each to
have two student members. He
said the by-law also allowed three
students to be members of gradu
ate council.
The students are to be selected
by the President’s office, Mr,
Browder said.

CB on Foul and Fair
Central Board has always been penny wise and pound ab
surd.
Wednesday CB members quibbled into the night over
whether to contribute a whole $50 of student funds to help
finance the anti-pollution suit against Hoemer-Waldorf.
Our Betsy Scanlin sat there in front of God and Ed Leary
and everybody and said CB should contribute an equal amount
to Hoemer-Waldorf in the interest of fairness.
Presumably Miss Scanlin also contributes equal amounts to
pro and anti-cancer factions.
Gary Lowe said if UM got involved in the case it might lose
the $85,000 Hoemer-Waldorf contributes. Mr. Lowe does not
worry "whether we are all being raped now but advocates
spreading our legs if the price is right.
On the other hand, CB did not mind appropriating $1,200
for the annual Miss UM mammary match.
The argument against the $50 appropriation was not con
cerned with spending the money so much as it was worried
about committing the student body to a stand against pollu
tion. Even realizing how badly CB and most UM students hate
commitment, the arguments against helping finance the suit
are ridiculous.
Eight CB members voted against contributing, primarily
because they wanted to hear the Hoemer-Waldorf side of the
question before acting.
If any CB member had lived into the present he could not
help but know Hoemer-Waldorf has only one speech for all
occasions, although emphasis shifts according to the occasion.
The stock speech holds that pollution is an economical neces
sity in Missoula, and if it was curtailed Hoerner-Waldorf
would close and Missoula would have weeds growing in the
streets. Besides, Hoemer-Waldorf is not really polluting, it just
looks and smells that way.
Now the Environmental Defense Fund suit is giving HoemerWaldorf a chance to prove it is not polluting and CB is skep
tical about that and considers opposing the suit.
Funds donated to EDF will bring to Missoula the foremost
pollution and environment experts in the country. If HoemerWaldorf is not polluting harmfully, the experts will tell us and
everyone can quit ostracizing the pulp mill.
. Since Hoerner-Waldorf says it is not polluting, the best thing
it can do is pay the travel expenses of the impartial EDF ex
perts so its good name can be cleared. It follows that if CB
wants to help Hoemer-Waldorf and ensure we continue to get
our $85,000 it should contribute more than $50 to the EDF.
They might even take that $1,200 away from Miss UM, buy
her some decent clothes and give the remainder of the cash to
the clean-air people.
Dan Vichorek

Gun Sale ‘Casuabiess’ Gone
WASHINGTON (AP)—Federal
officials, weathering a broadside
from the gun industry, pushed
forward Thursday with plans for
a store counter system of registra
tion of all purchasers of firearms.
Starting Dec. 16, anyone who
buys a gun will have to list his
name, address and description on
a signed statement that he is le
gally eligible to purchase the
weapon.
“The casualness which has been
associated with some sales of fire
arms is gone,” said Sheldon Co
hen, commissioner of the Internal
Revenue Service.
Tax officials unveiled the regis
tration forms at a day-long hear
ing on proposed regulations to
carry out the sweeping gun con
trol law passed by Congress after
the assassination of Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy.
Any person buying a gun over
the counter or through the mails
within the boundaries of his own
state will have to fill out the form
which includes a description of the

weapon as well as the purchaser.
The store will have to keep the
record permanently.
Congress defeated proposals for
licensing of all gun owners and
registration of firearms. But with
the store records on firearms buy
ers, a weapon could be traced
through its serial number to the
owner.
The gun control law, which for
bids mail sales of arms and am
munition across state lines, out
laws all sales of any type to ex
convicts, drug addicts, the men
tally ill and minors.
Robert C. Zimmer, a spokesman
for the gun industry, said the re
quirement for a signed statement
of eligibility wouldn’t deter the
criminal or mentally incompetent
from buying the weapon in a
store.
UNCHUMMY CHIMPS
Mature male chimps sometimes
show persistent'friendships. Adult
females do not.

Campus Clipper
Barber Shop

Our decision was biased and
prejudiced and was passed at the
cost of the basic right of demo
cratic representation to all sides
of the question. Ed Leary offered
to call a special session as soon as
possible to give Hoemer-Waldorf
a chance to talk to us, but Cen
tral Board would not listen. I am
sure there would have been no
great increase in poisoned babies
in Missoula if we had waited a
day or two to fairly consider the
problem.
Some supporters of the resolu
tion defend their position by say
ing that in effect we are not tak
ing sides on the issue, but merely
supporting a test case. That may
Welcome To

be true in the legal sense, but pop
ular opinion has now placed us
clearly in opposition to HoemerWaldorf. As the headline to
Thursday’s Kaimin read, “CB
Gives $50 to Fight Polution.”
I hope my position is not mis
understood. I don’t like air pollu
tion any more than anyone else,
and I would have given anything
to have been able to vote for the
anti-pollution resolution. How
ever, the basic principles of demo
cratic decision making can not be
compromised under any circum
stances.
GARY J. THOGERSEN
Junior CB Representative
History Pol.-Sci.

FINE
RESTAURANT

Delightful Food and Fast
MING’S
Service 7 Days a Week
World Famous Cantonese Foods

SHELLED, DEEP-FRIED LOBSTERTAIL
Enjoy Our Foods the Easy Way—Get Dinner To Go!
Simmered in a delightful sweet and sour sauce
with Chicken, Beef, Pork, Crab Meat, Shrimp or Lobster.
“Call ’Em In and Pick ’Em Up”—549-9000

YOUR PLACE

Policy on Letters
to the Editor
Letters generally should be no
longer than 400 words, preferably
typed and triple spaced, with the
writer’s full name, major and class,
address and phone number listed.
They should be brought or mailed
to the Montana Kaimin office in
Room 206 of the Journalism Build
ing by 2 p.m. the day before publi
cation. The editor reserves the
right to edit or reject any letter.

Heidelhaus
LIQUIDATION SALE

MONTANA KAIMIN
Editor______________ Dan Vichorek
Managing Editor_______ Ron Schleyer
Business Manager____ Barbara Richey
Sports Editor_______Charlie Johnson
News Editor______ Mary Pat Murphy
Feature Editor_________Marilyn Pelo
Associate Editor______ Gary Langley
Associate Editor__________ Jan Davis
Associate Editor______ Ken Robertson
Associate Editor____________ ValerieSiphers
Photographer__________________BillAnderson
Published every Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday of the school year
by the Associated students of Univer
sity of Montana. The School of Jour
nalism utilizes the Kaimin for practice
courses, but assumes no responsibility
and exercises no control over policy or
content. ASUM publications are respon
sible to Publications Board, a commit
tee of Central Board. The opinions
expressed on this page do not neces
sarily reflect the views of ASUM, the
State or the University Administration.
Represented for national advertising by
National Advertising Service. New
Work, Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles,
San Francisco. Entered as second-class
matter- at Missoula, Montana 69801.
Subscription rate, $6 per year.

CAROLL’S

15% Cash Discount
off everything in store except
•
•
•
•

cigarettes, magazines, prescriptions
complete lines of cosmetics
5000 lipsticks
• razor blades
watches
• gift items
toys
• greeting cards

Bill Durham’s
Florence Hotel Pharmacy

WIN A

FIAT

Billiard and Lunch
• Open every day
and evening.

Downtown Missoula
125 W. Spruce

Win This 124 Sport Spider in
the First Annual

Safe Driving Essay Competition
for College Students
First in Missoula
$25 prize awarded by
Auto Centre, Ltd.

50 Finalists will he selected from 50 States

for
Razor Cuts, Sculpturing
and Styling
HAIRPIECES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
• Wigs
• Wiglettes
• Cascades
• Falls
• Toupees

EACH STATE WINNER RECEIVES $50

Entry Blanks and Details at

■

Open from 8:30 to 5:30
Tuesday through Saturday

Corner of McLeod and Helen
One Block from Lodge
Parking Lot

irk

To the Kaimin:
In passing a resolution support
ing the Environmental Defense
Fund in its pending legal suit
against the Hoerner-Waldorf Cor
poration, Central Board made a
foolish mistake. I voted against
that resolution and I feel the Uni
versity students I represent de
serve to know my reasons.
During the Central Board meet
ing hen the resolution was dis
cussed, Dr. Clancy Gordon, Dr.
Paul Alexander, and Mr. Laurence
Cromwell presented the EDF rea
sons why Central Board should
support their actions against Hoer
ner-Waldorf. However, there was
no representative of Hoerner-Wal
dorf at the meeting to give the
other side of the story. Vice Presi
dent Roy Countryman of HoemerWaldorf was asked to attend the
meeting less than an hour and a
half before the meeting began and
he had a legitimate reason for not
being able to attend. He assured
Ed Leary that he would come be
fore us at our next meeting or at
any other time. Nevertheless, Cen
tral Board went ahead and made
its decision after hearing an emo
tional appeal by the EDF sup
porters who emphasized the fact
that Hoemer-Waldorf is “poison
ing babies” right here in Missoula.

2nd & 3rd Prizes
4th Ss 5th Prizes
All-expense paid trip
$100
to a spring Auto Show

It’s the

2 — MONTANA KAIMIN

Central Board Dissenter Says $50 G ift Was Foolish M istake
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Auto Centre, Ltd.
93 South & Strand
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 10

■

Letters to the Editor

Decadence, Sloth
A fflic t U Students

W omen's Dorms Part o f Perverted Plot

To the Kaimin:
The ambition and spirit of the
student body here in Missoula is, to
me, a wondrous inspiration. I was
shocked when the Kaimin printed
the results of the A.A.C. student
poll concerning PE. requirements.
I had expected the results to in
clude an extension of the prerequi
site number of quarters, not a re
duction!
Three quarters of physical edu
cation must seem a truly beneficial
situation. Picture students taking
Badminton, and Bowling I and II
(three quarters) — the physical
overexertion and mental strain
would be terrible!
Look about you, UM students,
and at yourselves, too. What do
you see? An abundance of trim,
healthy Americans? Or, just may
be, a majority of overstuffed, beerbloated, and chalk-faced speci
mens of decadence and sloth?
Such an attitude (a cut in an al
ready inadequate policy) is de
grading to this generation and all
that it stands for. If we are to as
sume the reins of tomorrow’s
world, let’s be sure that we can
at least reach around our bellies to
take them in hand!
RICK WALDT
Sophomore, Liberal Arts

To the Kaimin:
-Requiring women to live in
dorms, has, by Dean Clow’s own
admittance, only one justification
—punishment.
Verification of this is one “ju
dicial case” involving us that came
before the Campus Matriarch this
summer. The woman involved (a
female one week from being 21 is
a “girl?”) was given two alterna
tives for her “misdemeanor:” sus
pension from summer school or
(gasp!) a year within the shackles
of hours and dorm walls. The
Dean, holding the hammer of fi
nances ($200 in bills had been
irrevocably paid for the summer
session) and the nail of the Au
thority To I m p r i s o n e a s i l y
pounded the shackles to the dorm
wall.
By giving up $200, freedom
could have been bought. As it was,
a gloomy year of The Dorm lay
ahead of the newly-21-year old.
The Punishment — having to
live in one of UM’s Homes For
Unwed Girls — was sentenced “to
establish a sense of mature moral
responsibility.” What kind of re
sponsibility and maturity can be
expected from not ever having to
self-discipline oneself about com
ing in (if at all) at night, from
being spoon-fed by the Food Serv
ice for four years, and from never
having to decide even what day
to wash your sheets?

Lobotom ized Brains
To the Kaimin:
Your editorial of the 20th is
viewed with nothing but the high
est regard and most admiration
our poor, lobotimized brains can
muster. We must agree with
everything you say.
It is more than obvious that
ROTC has little to do with the
academic spirit here. It should be
moved off campus immediately in
order to make it nearly impossible
for students who do see some aca
demic relevance in the ROTC pro
gram to obtain any information
about the military establishment—
other than what we allow them to
obtain. What is “academic free
dom” if we allow elements such as
the military to threaten our pure,
inquisitive minds? Nothing. We
must rid ourselves of them so
that there is no one to contradict
our obviously “right” views on
what should be taught and thought
on campus.
We must rid ourselves of people
whose efforts might curtail uni
versity funding. And we can easily
do this by a coup de grace, David
Rorvik and his furor of three years
ago not withstanding.
The uselessness of ROTC sec
ond lieutenants is also obvious. If
there is a need for second lieu
tenants, why not just put them

This Punishment, we suspect, is
a perverted plot to subvert the en
tire social structure. Not only do
timid 21-year-old women eventu
ally find themselves mercilessly
thrust unprepared into the World
of No Hours and Other Nasty
Things, but their eventual hus
bands (God help them), who have
been batching it since they were
freshmen, must cook the softboiled eggs and baste the hams
b e c a u s e their University-bred
wives have never had a Chance to
hold a pot-holder.
If women were to be given the
privilege of choosing to live in or
out of the already-crowded dorms,
(just as the men already have) no
doubt most would choose to stay—
after years of cage subordination,,
even a rat tends to forget what
freedom is.
There is only one real fear in
this business of emancipation. If
women were to be acknowledged
as anything other than Associ
ate Students on this campus, there
would be no need for an Associ
ate Dean.
Not only would there no longer
be any Punishment to inflict on
us, but there would be no one to
inflict it:
SHEENA WILSON
Senior, History, Pol. Sci. O bscenity at Large
BETSY SCANLIN
Senior, English To the Kaimin:
As a concerned UM alumnus, I
want to bring to the attention of
UM students the blatant obscenity
that reigns not only on our cam
A ppreciate Kaim in
pus, but on campuses throughout
through OCS so that we might the nation. I am referring, of
eliminate any diversity of thought course, to the University of Wis
and education which the ROTC consin production of “Peter Pan,”
in which naked persons appeared.
programs provide?
May God bless you and keep That college students would in
you for helping us show the masses volve themselves in such endeav
the true prospective of our fight ors is shocking and disappointing,
for academic freedom and the in indeed. But it is more appalling
evitable “right” (or left, as the to read that some of our more re
spectable and mature citizens have
case may be).
WILLIAM T. MILLER aligned themselves with such an
Senior, Psychology operation, as witnessed by the
DAVID J. WALKER following quotation from the Kai
Senior, Education min, November 20:
“The play was closed down after
two performances by the campus
HAVE GARAGE, WELL FIX
police and the Madison district
Great Britain has 14,000 garage attorney in September.”
operators.
JEAN K. STANG, ’68

‘Aphrodites’ Is ‘Living Myth’ on Film
Nikos K o u n d o u r o s ’ movie
Young Aphrodites, is a myth un
folding on film. The myth is the
love of Aphrodite — the goddess
who can bring both fulfillment
and tragedy, a love that lasts and
a love that must end. This para
dox is developed through the story
of two young couples: a shepherd
and a woman from a fishing vil
lage bereft of its men and fifteen
year old boy and a girl from the
village who tends the geese. The
two couples form mirror images
of each other with their loves’
development and results reversed.
The younger two timidly;
naively discover each other and

love. The older couple knows love.
They just don’t know each other
or whether love means forever or
just until the rains come and the
shepherds leave. The young cou
ple knows the rains will come.
This movie does not talk about
itself of a message; it is not di
dactic. Greek music and sound
effects make up most of the sound
track. Without much dialogue, the
movie becomes visually oriented
and it almost feels like you lived
the movie. If it was not for the
artistic starkness of the black and
white movie film, it would be easy
to forget .this is a story, a myth,
a movie, not a memory.

FEMALE HELP WANTED:
K-G Mens Store has an opening for part-time
cashier, evenings and Saturdays. Must have neat,
clean appearance. Possible permanent employ
ment. Contact Manager in person.

DANCE
Music by Phase Phive
Friday, Nov. 22
9-12
Yellowstone Room of Lodge

Admission
$1.00 Single
$1.50 Couple
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THE SPARKLE
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Rough Dry 1st 10 lbs.—$1.25
Self-Service Dry Cleaning—$1.50 A Load

;

:

— FINISH LAUNDRY —

]

:
’

NEW WESTINGHOUSE WASHERS
Selective Water Temperature Control
DRIERS 10* a load at

:
",

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
814 S. Higgins

h

THE SPARKLE

«
<

Hey, the weekend
starts tonight
(and so do low
Long Distance rates)
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Dear Sir or Madam:
Let SIGNAL type your term
papers, themes, speeches.
You’ll get quick service and
professional results. One free
carbon with the type copy.
Footnoting no extra.
We will pick up and deliver.
Call MARLENE LODMELL at:

Signal Secretarial
Service

*5H0MS
M stjl

HO*

From 7 PM Friday night to 7 AM Monday morn
ing (including all day Saturday and all day Sun
day) you can call out of state anywhere In the
continental U.S. (except Alaska), talk for three
minutes, and PAY NO MORE THAN ONE BUCK!

Mountain States Telephone

1420 W. Broadway
728-1895
Friday, Nov.

ZZ,1968
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Montana State’s Parac
Named Coach
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tom Parac, builder of a 6-4 rec
ord in his first year as head coach
at Montana State University, was
named the Big Sky Conference
football coach of the year.
Parac’s selection by the league’s
athletic directors came one year
after his predecessor at MSUWashington State U n i v e r s i t y
coach Jim Sweeney—was simi
larly honored.
Parac succeeded Sweeney as
head coach of the Bobcats after
serving as an assistant on the
MSU staff for 11 years.
Parac guided Montana State in
to a three-way tie for the confer
ence football championship this
season. The Bobcats, Idaho and
Weber State all finished with 3-1
league marks.
The conference’s final statis
tics showed tri-champ Weber
dominating the figures in three
categories.
Weber led in total offense with
436 yards per game, was first in
total defense by limiting oppon
ents to 296 yards per contest and
led the league in defense against
rushing with a mark of 110 yards
per game.
Idaho finished with the league’s
best defense against passing. The
Vandals permitted their oppon
ents to complete only 42.5 per cent
of their passes per game.
Idaho State University had the
best passing offense as the Bengals completed 49.5 per cent of
their aerials while Montana State
topped the rushing category with
an average of 213 yards per game.
The league’s five members —
MSU, Idaho State, Montana, We
ber and Idaho — compiled a 1413-0 record against non-confer
ence opponents during the season
which ended Saturday.
Montana State’s Paul Schafer, a
sophomore from Great Falls, dom
inated the final statistics in the
individual rushing department.
Schafer lugged the ball 277
times for a net gain of 1,199
yards, an average of 133-yards per
game.
Final Big Sky Conference Sta
tistics are as follows:
CONFERENCE GAMES
W L X Pts.
School
°1??Idaho .
MSU _
Weber
I S U __
UM _ _____ 0 4 0
ALL GAMES
School
Weber.
227
MSU _
Idaho .
246
ISU _
216
196
UM _
TEAM STATISTICS
TOTAL OFFENSE
Tot.
School
Rush Pass Yds. Ave.
Weber ____ 1540 2385 3925 436
Idaho . ____ 1305 2771 4076 408
MSU _ ____ 2134 1872 4006
ISU _ ------- 1082 2138 3220
UM — ____ 1654 1329 2983
DEFENSE
Tot.
School
Rush Pass Yds.
Weber
- 994 1659 2653
UM _
- 1184 1701 2885
MSU _
- 1804 1978 3782
Idaho .
- 1682 2242 3924
ISU _
~ 1825 1717 3542

RUSH OFFENSE
TC Net
.
. 5 8 8 2134
437 1654
UM . . _ __ 447 1540
........ . 449 1305
391 1082
ISU
RUSH DEFENSE
TC Net
School
380 994
_______431 1184
UM
.. 480 1682
. 448 1804
MSU
ISU --------- _______ 458 1825
PASS OFFENSE
Att. Comp. Yds.
ISU _ .. _ 297 147 2138
413 202 2771
317 155 2385
284 125 1872
MSU
88 1329
UM ______ _ 215
PASS DEFENSE
Yds.
Att.
Comp.
School
294 125 2242
285 121 1659
278 126 1717
ISU
265 129 1701
UM . __
MSU -------- _ 331 162 1978

Meet

of aYear B rO W Il
Ave.
213
184
171
131
120

(Editor's Note: This is the third
in a series of articles introducing
the members of Montana's 1968-69
varsity basketball team).
After playing sporadically in his
Ave. first two varsity seasons, senior
no
132 forward Steve Brown is expected
168 to see quite a bit of action this
180
203
year for the Grizzlies.
Brown, a 6-6, 180-pounder, has
TDs been one of the leading reserves,
14
seeing
action in 22 games his
20
sophomore season and 19 games
22
13
last
year
for the Grizzlies. He
10
led the 1965-66 freshman team in
TDs
21
15
4
15
9

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING
TC Net Ave.
Name
Schafer (MSU) ------ 277 1199 133
_______ 198 979 98
735 82
Brown (W) ._______166
Gipson (W) ._______ 151 684 76
PASSING
Att. Comp. Yds. TDs
Name
Olson (I) — __ 365 183 2591 19
Waite (W) . ...... 296 144 2226 21
Kerychuk (ISU) 162 79 1238 9
Erickson (MSU). 266 121 1819 13
RECEIVING
No. Yds. TDs
Name
1457 14
Hendren (I) ______ 86
1086 10
Bell (ISU) - _______67
1105 10
Bain (MSU) ..... ..... 64
7
MacGiilivray (W) __ 57 1103
TOTAL OFFENSE
Rash Pass Tot.
Name
Olson (I)
1111 999SL 3333
-56 2226 2170
Waite (W) .
Erickson (MSU) ---- 62 1819 1881
1199
Schafer (MSU)
1199
979
Young (I) ______ _ 979
SCORING
Name
TD 1 pt. 2 pt. FG Tot.
Hendren (I)
Bain (MSU)
Bell (ISU) __ 11
Gipson (W) -- 10
1
Schafer (MSU) 10
INTERCEPTIONS
Name
Satterfield (ISU) _______
Dotson (I) _____________
Winder (MSU) _________
Chubb (I) --------------------Marquess (I) -----------------PUNTING
Name
No. Yds. Ave.
Davis (I) ------------ 50 2120
42.4
Petrone (ISU) _____ 42 1767 42.1
Howard (M) ______61 2512 41.2
Brown (MSU) ____ 65 2508 38.6
S. Smith (W) _____ 59 2156 36.5
PUNT RETURNS
Name
No. Yds. Ave.
Bell (ISU) ..........
9 134 14.9
Dotson (I)
— 18 263 14.6
Baines (M)
__ 15 190 12.7
Satterfield (ISU) __ 11 121 11.0
Montgomery (W) __20
172
8.6
KICK OFF RETURNS
Name
No. Yds. Ave.
C. Harris (ISU)
434 31.0
Gipson (W) __
375 26.8
Buzzard (M)
286 22.0
274 19.6
292 18.3

Be
Wise!

irk

His team won the state Class C
basketball championship when he
was a freshman. During his sen
ior year in high school, Brown
led the Blue Devils to state Class
B runner-up honors and was
named to the all-conference and
ail-state first teams. He averaged
nearly 25 points a game his final
year.

DATE BAIT

JACKETS
COATS
SPORT COATS
BLAZERS

A&B
Men’s Shop
Beat Old Man Winter
to the Punch!

Reduced Winter Rates
Adults 75c

REDUCED 25%

Lolo Hot Springs
208 N. Higgins

• Swim all winter •

STEVE BROWN
Reserve Strength
scoring with an 18.7 average.
Brown’s best varsity perform
ance came against Montana State
University during his sophomore
year when he came off the bench
to lead all scorers with 32 points.

P

'

SEERON

for your
FREE ESTIMATE
on
PAINT REPAIRS

WESTERN PHARMACY
Across from the Post Office

Best Cars and Lowest Prices in Town
plus your STUDENT DISCOUNT make these
cars the MOST (for your m oney)!

&

PAINT and BODY SHOP

MIDDLESEX and STRAND
MISSOULA, MONTANA

PH. 549-2347
HOME 549-8092

CHICKEN
DELIGHT
DINNER
A complete hot dinner
consisting of V4 chicken
(prime pieces only),
crisp French Fries,
tangy Cranberry sauce,
old fashioned muffin.

DELICIOUS

‘ 1.49

Bucket O’Chicken
8-pc. bucket ___ _$2.I9
3.19
16-pc. bucket
4.24
20-pc. bucket ___ _ 5.29
24-pc. bucket
6.34

HOURS
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday & Holidays

4:00 pjn.-10:00 pjn.
4:00 pjn.-12:00 pjn.
12 Noon-12 Midnight
12 Noon-9:00 p.m.

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa,
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He was later named Big Sky player-of-the-week.
“Steve has real fine offensive
ability in basketball,'’ coach Bob
Cope said. Brown’s lack of weight
is his only problem, Cope says,
because “Steve plays inside where
he faces a lot of big, strong bas
ketball players, and his lack of
weight is a definite detriment to
his play.”
In his sophomore season, Brown
averaged 6.5 points per game as a
reserve forward and hauled in
66 rebounds. Last year, Brown av
eraged 4 points per game.
Ranking fifth in the rebound
ing category for the Grizzlies last
year, he grabbed 68 caroms. He led
the Tips in free throw percentage,
sinking 32 of 40 attempts for an
.800 percentage last year.
Brown came to the University
from Corvallis, where he earned
four letters in basketball.

STUDENT
Regular Discount
Price Price

RON’S Auto Refinishers

CHICKEN
DELIGHT
FREE DELIVERY

P

Adds Depth

swim at

■■■w iM ,11"ri; m

DON’T COOK TONIGHT—CALL

212 E. Main S t
Missoula, Montana
542-0303

the Gr
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1968 GTO HT-4 spd-verdoro green_______ $3195 $2863
1967 Firebird HT-(choice of tw o )___
. 2495 2076
1967 Grand Prix-HT-Loaded-Gold & Blackt 3295 2869
1967 Tempest HT-Stick-Gold (Nice Car) . 2495 1982
1495 1138
1967 Renault-R10-4DSD-Red-Low M iles___.1495
1966 Mercury Comet-HT-(equipped right!)i 2395 1912
1966 Grand Prix (must see to appreciate)i 2495 1929
1966 Ford Galaxie Convertible _____
. 1995 1623
1965 Dodge Coronet 440 2DSD__________ . 1695 1308
1964 Ford Galaxie H T ________________ :. 1395 1113
836
1963 Chev. Impala 4DSD (excel, trans.)___ . 1095
703
1963 Buick Special Convertible _________ . 995
389
1962 Chev. Corvair Monza 4 spd. R ed_•_ . 595
278
1961 Pontiac 2DSD (good transportation) . 595
87
1955 Ford Fairlane (a real steal)______ . 195
1969 GTO-PS-Disc Brakes-R-Clock-St. Shift New Car 3342

CLAY CARLSON
(your University Auto Representative)
SEE ME ABOUT STUDENT DISCOUNT

Executive Pontiac-Cadillac
300 W. Main
543-5177

1-823-5644 (after classes)

I Intramural News, Schedule
5 p.m.
Dollar 65 vs. Hui-O-Hawaii
ROTC No. 1 vs. Griff
Stagg Party vs. Tigers
Red and White vs. ROTC No. 2
6 pun.
Lagnaf vs. Nads
SATURDAY
9 a.m.
Doyle’s vs. Bullwhips
Wally vs. Wesley Foundation
BFD vs. Eli’s Boys
SAE vs. AKL
10 a.m.
PDT vs. SX
TX vs. SN
PSK vs. SPE
ATO vs. DSP
11 a.m.
Animals vs. Hui-O-Hawaii
Aber VI vs. Griff
Dollar 65 vs. Tigers
ROTC No. 1 vs. Stagg Party
MONDAY
5 p.m.
SAE vs. TX
ON TOUR MARKS—Five intramural swimmers
get set to dive into the Grizzly Pool during the
trials which were held Wednesday. The finals are

scheduled for 4 p.m. today at the pool. Results of
the trials are available in the intramural office in
Field House 216. (Staff Photo by Bill Anderson)

Grizzlies to Play Alums Saturday Night
man coach, who netted 26 points
The freshman team will play an
in the game. Holliday will be intrasquad game in the prelimi
playing in the game on Saturday nary to the varsity game on Sat
night.
urday. The Cubs, coached by Del
A scrimmage Thursday will de Carroll and Holliday, have been
termine the starters for the var divided into two teams for the 6
sity, according to head coach Bob p.m. game. Holliday will coach the
Cope.
White team on Saturday. Starters
' Probable starters are Harold will be Strett Brown, 6-8 at cen
Ross, a 5-11 junior, and Don Wet ter; Ray Howard, 6-7, and Earl
zel, a 6-1 sophomore, at guards; Tye, 6-6; at forwards, Willie BasHoward Clark, a 6-5 junior, at cus, 6-5, and Kirk Johnson, 6-0, at
center, and Ron Moore, a 6-4 sen guards.
ior, and either Mark Agather, a
Starting for the Copper squad
6-5 junior,. or Sid Rhinehart, a will be Scott Stetson, 6-7, at cen
6-3 junior, at forwards. Agather ter; Terry Waltman, 6-4," and
suffered a thigh injury earlier in Pete Martin, 6-2%, at forwards,
the week and will start if his in and Steve Sullivan, 6-2, and Jim
jury responds to treatment, Cope Duncan, 6-1, at guards.
said.
The Alumni team will be made
up of former Grizzly players and
THE
a
starting team has not been
AstroTurf, the new look in foot
ball field surfaces, has been in named. Those on the squad are:
Greg
Hanson,
6-3%;
Mike
Persha,
troduced to UM.
A 20-foot square of the synthe 6-4; Wade Hughes, 6-5; Gordie
MOTOR INN
tic grass was laid this week in the Zillges 6-7; John Quist, 6-7, and
Missoula, Montana
hall between the Intercollegiate Steve Lowery, 6-7, in the front
line. Lee Levknecht, 6-2; Willie
Athletic Office and the Century Jones,
• banquet facilities
5-7; Gary Megelin, 6-0;
Club Room in the Field House.
• meeting rooms
Holliday,
6-1; Tim Aldrich, 6-0;
AstroTurf is a rug-type ground
• private dining rooms
covering created for Houston’s As Glenn Smith, 6-2; Larry Riley, 6• complete catering facilities
trodome when it was discovered 0, and Larry Huggins, 6-2, will
that grass could not be grown in play guards. Quist is flying in
543-6631
from
Florida
on
Saturday
to
play
the domed stadium.
Although it is expensive, Astro in the game.
Turf has been found to be su
perior to grass in several ways.
It never has to be cut or irri
gated and needs to be lined only
once, thus saving maintenance
costs. Jack Swarthout, UM ath
letic director, estimated the sav
ing at about $15,000 a year.
AstroTurf never becomes slip
pery when it is wet, providing
with Hand Rolled—Hand Dipped Chocolates
good footing even in the rain. Uni
forms would not get muddy or
FROM
grass-stained because the ground
/£ ). I f
225 E. Broadway *
would be covered by the “rug.”
The good footing provided helps
U JJcL L
opposite Post Office
players to cut and run easier even
on the wettest days, he added.
The University of Washington
laid AstroTurf down in its stadi
um this year, which cost $300,000.
Swarthout said AstroTurf for
Dornblaser Stadium would cost
dance to the
about $250,000, about $3 per
square foot. Swarthout said the
athletic department isn’t inter
ested at this time but may be in
Sunday (4-8 p.m.)
the future.
Players would have to wear a
different type of shoe to play on
the “rug.” It would resemble a
and all the trimmings.
soccer shoe with the shorter
moulded rubber cleats.
Grizzly sports fans will get their
first look at the 1968-69 basket
ball team on Saturday when the
Grizzlies take on the Alumni team
at 8 p.m. in the Harry Adams
Field House.
The game is the third annual
Jiggs Dahlberg alumni-varsity
game. Last year the varsity de
feated the alums 83-74. The var
sity was led by Mark Agather,
who scored 14 points in the con
test. High scorer for the game was
John (Doc) Holliday, UM fresh-

4Grass’ Grows
In Field House

PSK vs. PDT
ATO vs. AKL
DSP vs. SX
6 p.m.

SPE vs. AKL
Dollar 65 vs. Animals
ROTC No. 1 vs. RA’s
Lagnaf vs. Doyles
All games will be played in the
Men’s Gym.
gVTVVVVTVTfTTTTTVTTTTTVt
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A quarter of a
billion dollars
already invested
-millions more
every year to care
liar Montana’s needs

Schwinn Bicycles
Sales & Service

<
«

► Lucey’s Bicycle Shop ■*
►

2025 South Higgins

'*

Win a $3
Gift Certificate
Just clip this ad, sign it
and take it to

1701 Brooks or
111 Orange
N am e_______________ _
Address______________
Phone________________
Drawing Mon., Nov. 25
Winner announced Nov. 26
in the Kaimin

Last Week’s Winner
of a

Thanksgiving Turkey
SKIP KOPRIVICA
Junior Education Major
• OPEN 24 HOURS
• Double Stamps to Students

The
Montano Power
Company

B

Florence

Remember Your
Thanksgiving
Hostess

TGIF

SPEED LIMIT

Roast Turkey Dinner

“Contributing”
Remember. . .
JOHN or DAVE
543-4828

BAIL BONDS
$25-?10.000

$1

Skiers
Wondering what to do with your:
• out-grown sweater
• old boots
Looking for some ski equipment?
Bring your stuff to the

1st Annual Ski Swap—Dec. 2

H i

■

>&

I "The Bates Floater® Shearling Hned boot was selected
for wear at the XVIII Olympiad! Wear It In all kinds of
winter weather, and treat yourself to fireside warmth. Drop
by and try a pair of these lightweight wintertime champions.
They are siticoned treated for water repeUency."

$19.95

men’s store

HOLIDAY VILLAGE
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VISTA Cracks Poverty Barrier
Editor’s note: VISTA recruiters
and Flathead Indian Reservation
volunteers will be on campus the
week of Dec. 2 to explain VISTA’s
war on poverty to interested DM
students.
By MART MARKS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Six young persons are spending
a year of their lives through VIS
TA, Volunteers in Service to
America, in three Flathead Indian
Reservation communities helping
underprivileged per sons. They
work with the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Indians.
The six volunteers are Martha
Roberts, Wisconsin, and Shirley
Byrd, California, at St. Ignatius;
Tom Kallay, Kentucky, and Mike
Bloch, California, at Elmo; and
Dave Mahnen, Ohio, and Ring
Huggins, Texas, at Dixon. They
are sponsored by Tom McDonald
of CAP, Community Action Pro
gram.
In interviews this week, the six
explained some of their experi
ences in the Flathead area.
Mr.. Mahnen said that many peo
ple feel there was no problem
about discrimination before CAP
came to the reservation. But he
said that they do not look into
why so many Indians drop out of
school.
The drop out rate is 80 per cent
in both St. Ignatius and Dixon
according to bliss Byrd and Mr.
Mahnen. Mr. Kallay said that the
school dropout rate in Elmo is 90

per cent after the eighth grade.
The volunteers are forming an
Indian Club to stress education and
the Indians’ need to stay in school.
They each have a tutoring pro
gram to help elementary and high
school students. Mr. Mahnen and
Mr. Huggins employ girls’from the
Neighborhood Youth Corps to help
tutor. In addition to tutoring, Mr.
Kallay and Mr. Bloch give special
therapy to a young boy who has a
speech difficulty.
Through such activities as tu
toring students, the volunteers
meet the people with whom they
are to work. Miss Byrd said that
they usually meet the children,
and then, the parents when they
visit the children.
One volunteer said that VISTA
aims to help acquaint the people
with government resources be
cause people who really need help
usually don’t know how to get it.
Miss Byrd said that people do
not see the problems around them.
One of her objectives is to make
the people aware that there are
problems.
Miss Roberts and Miss Byrd
have participated in knitting and
ceramic classes as means to meet
people and to know their needs.
They hope to get mothers in
volved in a day care center at St.
Ignatius.
The volunteers said their main
objective is to work with the peo
ple rather than for them and to
give them a chance to guide their
own lives.

Each day is different.
Mr. Kallay and Mr. Bloch may
schedule basket ball games for
grade school teams and also for
teams with older members.
Miss Byrd or Miss Roberts take
an alcoholic to Missoula to see a
psychologist twice a week.
Mr. Mahnen is involved in per
son to person programs such as
getting one young man out of jail
and bringing him to the University
on a special program which en
ables him to work until next quar
ter when he can attend classes.
Mr. Huggins and Mr. Mahnen
have proposed a year round head
start program. They started the
self-supporting Dixon Youth Club.
They proposed a program to re
forest areas where Christmas trees
are being removed.
VISTA volunteers prefer to live
among the people with whom they
work, but this is not always possi
ble, Miss Roberts explained. She
and Miss Byrd live in a middleclass home in St. Ignatius. Mr. Kal
lay and Mr. Bloch live in a floor
board-heated house on the shore
of Flathead Lake.
Mr. Mahnen and Mr. Huggins
live in the back of a gas station.
The part of the station they do not
occupy has been converted into an
activity center for Dixon youth.
VISTA was established by the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
Pamphlets from the VISTA office
in Washington, D.C., set a mini
mum age of 18 and U. S. citizen

ship or permanent residence of the
United States or one of its terri
tories as the requirements for ad
mittance into VISTA. There are no
education or experience require
ments nor is there any maximum
age requirement.
VISTA service is for one year
plus a six-week training period.
The volunteers said that these
six weeks include lectures on eco
nomics, civil rights, black panthers
and brown berets. They included
living in a Mexican-American
family area for a week and pick
ing lettuce for a day.

Training is supervised by VISTA
but is conducted by universities,
colleges, settlement houses and
other social service agencies fa
miliar with the poor.
VISTA volunteers receive liv
ing, travel and medical expenses
plus a $50 a month stipend. A
VISTA team usually lives and
works among those it serves.
A VISTA goals listing asserts:
“ by living among and sharing the
lives of the people they work witH,
VISTA Volunteers help to crack
the barriers which keep people
in poverty.”

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
3 Lines for $1.00
DAILY UNTIL 6 P.M.
(Student ID Card must be presented)
BOWLING
BILLIARDS
CAFE

LIBERTY LANES
Broadway at Russell

Holiday

Phone

Village

549-7112

Mayor Daley and Police Sued for $1.25 Million

ACLU Versus City of Chicago, Round One
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
CHICAGO — When Roy L. Ries
Jr., a 24-year-old theology stu
dent, read about the police vio
lence against demonstrators pro
testing the Democratic conven
tion, he joined other members of
the North Side Cooperative Min
istry in the streets and parks, try
ing to keep peace.
Monday night, Aug. 26, as the
convention was being called to or
der at the distant amphitheater,
Ries was in Lincoln Park urging
demonstrators to follow police or
ders to leave.
For his trouble, Ries was charged
and clubbed by the police and hit
once after he was down. The semi
narian spent 12 days in a hospital
with a fractured skull, double vis
ion, and temporary loss of sight
in one eye. He was not charged
with any crime.
Now Ries and the American
Civil Liberties Union have sued
the City of Chicago, Mayor Rich
ard J. Daley, and city policemen
for $1.25 million. This is the first
of more than 15 suits charging po
lice brutality during convention

week to be brought by the ACLU.
The action seeks to change ex
isting legal precedents holding
that unidentified policemen can
not be sued and that a city can
not be held responsible for their
actions.
"Because of the unusual cir
cumstances,” said ACLU’s Jay A.
Miller, “when the city and police
command clearly created the con
ditions in which this kind of tra
gedy would take place, and when
policemen were permitted to en
gage in many forms of misconduct,
including removal of their badges,
so that identification would be im
possible, and when commanding
officers did not restrain such con
duct, the department and the city
must be held responsible for the
actions of their men.”
The facts of this suit, Miller
added, should prove that innocent
persons were beaten when there
was no cause for arrest. “We are
interested in making sure that

KAY'S
now
has

Four Convenient
Locations

^ lovely

ifji
ir i

• Holiday Village

cocktail
dresses

• East Broadway
• West Broadway
• Bud Lake Village

smashing!
extravagent!

H
sis

university
THE SUN OF GOOD FOOD

Vz block from campus
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they (the police) are all held re
sponsible in the hope that this
will deter such wanton action in
the future.”
'TTTTTVTTWTVWTTTTTT

Brighten Up :
YOUR WARDROBE AT

Hear Ye!

Hear Ye!

WORDEN’S
your friendly grocer

*

SUNSHINE 3
CENTER

has all the fixin’s
for Thanksgiving!

J Coin Operated Laundry J
and Dry Cleaning

parking in front

HOLIDAY VILLAGE

434 N. HIGGINS

Self-Styled Censors Make It Hot for Editors

'Freedom of the College Press’ Has Hangup
By SUSIE SCHMIDT
College Press Service
Although“freedom of the college
press” is touted almost universally
on American campuses, a large
number ~of student papers have
been censored or persecuted this
fall by administrators, advisers
and printers who don’t like fourletter words.
And in some cases the opposition,
leveled superficially against “ob
scenity,” was obviously attempting
to clamp down on student editors
for political or personal reasons.
Two things have become clear
this fall as this rash of censorship
spreads from small tightly con
trolled papers to large university
dailies: the people who run colleges
are no longer so sore they really
want students independently run
ning their own newspapers; and a
great many of academia’s “for
ward-looking” adults may be able
to take their students’ radical poUtics, but they still have a MayorDaley-like obsession with obsceni
ty.
The word “f—,” long a common
place in youthful vocabularies, and
adult as well, has sent countless
printers of college papers into
such rage that they censor the
copy, refuse to print the papers,
even try to get schools to discipline
editors. And administrators, who
don’t mind hearing the word
spoken and know as well as anyone
else that the word is a fixture of
the language, try to fire editors
and have papers confiscated when
they see it in print.
At the University of Wisconsin
last week, the Board of Regents
narrowly refrained from firing
Daily Cardinal Editor Greg Graze
and Managing Editor Steve Reiner
because the paper printed a story
containing “unfit language.” The
story was a CPS release on the
SDS October National Council
meeting, quoting from a member of
the Up Against the Wall/Motherf-—er faction. The editorial board
of the Cardinal was instead or
dered to appear before the Regents
this winter with “a policy of sanc
tions to prevent further incidents.”
The entire Cardinal staff and its
Board of Control signed a front
page letter to the Regents, calling
the attack on the paper “only a
beachhead in the total effort by
the regents to exert control over
every aspect of the University op
eration, student life and faculty
freedom.” The staff also printed
paragraphs from books required by
many of the University’s English
classes, i n c l u d i n g Shakespeare,
James Joyce and Norman Mailer,
which contain language more ob
scene than that in the news story.
Less than a week later, the
Michigan State University State
News printed a story about the
Wisconsin controversy, qu o t i ng
from the CPS story and from the
Cardinal’s literary selections. The
paper’s adviser (or general man
ager, in bureaucratic lingo)
claimed the editors had violated
their contract with their printer.
Since he had no power to fire the
staff, but does control the paper’s
funds, the adviser, Louis Berman,
cut the salaries of three top edi
tors whom he considered responsi
ble for the story.
At Purdue University the situar
tlon was even more serious last
week. Editor-in-chief William

Smoot was removed from his posi
tion by the school’s Vice President
for Student Affairs, who claimed in
his firing letter that the Exponent
had violated journalistic codes and
“offended the sensibilities of the
public.”
The offensive item in this case
was a column critical of the uni
versity president: “Regarding a vi
cious rumor concerning President
Novde . . . let us set the record
straight. Our president is not analretentive . . . he dumped on the
students just last week,” the col
umn opened.
Although th e administration
mandate provided that a new edi
tor should be chosen by the Ex
ponent’s senior staff members, the
15 members of the senior editorial
board said the paper’s editorial
policy would be the same with or
without Smoot.
. At a number of schools, the
paper’s problem has been not the
administration but its printer. At
New York City’s Hunter College,
for example, the job printer who
handles many of the city’s small
college papers refused to print the
Envoy’s first edition this fall be
cause a story about the Chicago
Democratic convention contained
the word “f— The paper got an
other printer.
The Oakland (Mich.) University
Observer in its second fall issue
ran a four-page supplement con
taining a long autobiographical
piece by a black student. The ob
server’s printer also refused to run
the supplement.
In Putney, Vt., last week, the
printer of the Lion’s Roar had re
fused to print any more issues of
the paper. In a letter to the presi
dent of Windham College, which
publishes the paper, the printer
said the Lion’s Roar was “not the
type of publication we choose to
print.” He objected to a Liberation
News Service article on "The Myth
of Vaginal Orgasm” and a cartoon
about LJB and the "credibility
gap.”
His refusal to print nearly de
stroyed the small paper financial
ly, since he owned the only offset
press in Putney and if even one is
sue of the paper were cancelled the
loss in advertising revenue would
have been a disaster.
Other printers are more subtle;
they just change the parts they
don’t like. In a CPS story about
the Democratic convention which
quoted Realist-editor Paul Krassner telling a story about LBJ de
fending the war: (“Son, those com-

mies are saying, ‘F— you Lyndon
Johnson,’ and. nobody says, ‘F—
you, Lyndon Johnson’ and gets
away with it”), the printer of the
Stetson University Reporter cut out
the entire phrase “f— you,” mak
ing the whole sentence patently ab
surd.
More than one student editor has
opened his paper in the morning
to discover censorship by the print
er. Last month the Daily Cali
fornian in .Berkeley, which ran a
story about a pamphlet being dis
tributed on campus by radical po
litical groups, discovered that their
printer had a fondness for dashes
in the middle of some words.
Most of the trouble with print
ers comes from small jobbers who
edit all the copy their typesetters
set and have set themselves up as
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protectors of decency in the Senator Riblcoff to “go f—- him
printed word.
self” on the floor of the Democratic
Lou Sokall, manager of Alert convention, and then complaining
Printing Company in New York piously about demonstrators out
City, which handles 20 local stu
dent papers, said it all: “Some side bad-mouthing cops.
where down along the line some
body has to say something about
SELECT YOUR
smut. I’m just trying to do some
CHRISTMAS CARDS
thing to protect those nice people
NOW
who still cringe when they see the
word (f— ) in print.”
Gateway Printing
It’s all very reminiscent of May
241 W. Main
or Daley, yelling at Connecticut

Deluxe Automatic 4-Speed Changer
AM/FM/FM Stereo Tuner with “Stereo Star”
Solid State Performance—60 Watts Peak Power
New G.E. Man-Made* Diamond Elliptical Stylus
Tonal 1 Tone Arm with Adjustable Tracking Pressure
Accoustaphonic* Speaker Enclosures Containing 6
Speakers—2-6”, 2-3KC Horns, 2-3”
Auxiliary Input/Output Jacks
Equipped for Porta-Fi
Beautiful Hardwood Walnut Veneer
Custom-Styled Dust Cover Included
D9600 STAND
Handsome, Contemporary Furniture Styling
Generous Record Storage Area
Stereos from $79 to $284
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NORTHWESTERN
NATIONAL LIFE
Western Montana’s Largest
Life Insurance Agency
Branch Office—Great Falls
Robert E. Lee, Manager
District Office, 323 Washington
Henry L. Zahn, Dist. Mgr.
Office Phone—549-4154

VANN’S
1100 South Avenue West Across From The Fair Grounds
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C o n c e rn in g U
• Pat Todd, graduate student in
English, will read poetry tonight
at the Melting Pot coffee house. A
program of folk music and a film
entitled, “The Antkeeper,” will be
featured Saturday night. The
Melting Pot located at 401 Uni
versity Ave., will be open Friday
and Saturday night from 8:30 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
• The L.D.S. Institute is spon
soring an open house at the Mis
soula Stake House at 3201 Ban
croft Ave. tomorrow from 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
• Thomas P. Huff, assistant
professor of philosophy, will dis
cuss civil disobedience, violence,
Inon-violence and radical social
movements after dinner Sunday
night at the U.C.C.F. House at
■430 University Ave. The dinner
begins at 5:30 p.m. and costs 35
cents.
• A petition was circulated yes
terday requesting University of
ficials to place a Christmas tree in
the Oval for those remaining on
campus during Christmas break.
Don Olson, graduate assistant in
psychology, explained that the pe
tition was part of an experiment
for Social Psychology class. Stu
dents having questions about the
experiment may go to the Psy
chology Building, room 204 at 2
p.m. today.
• Sentinels will be distributed
in the Activities Hoorn of the
Lodge from 12:30 pun. to 5 pun.
today and Monday.
Editor Ann Fellows announced
that students who have paid for
their yearbooks must bring their
receipts.
Miss Fellows said the staff
will take money for 1968 Sentinel
and make reservations for photo
graphs for the new Sentinel at the
same tables.
• Hick Stokes was chosen di
rector of the Miss UM pageant
at a meeting of the pageant per
sonnel committee yesterday. Tod
Briggs was chosen assistant di
rector. No date has been set for
the pageant.
• A draft counselor training
seminar is planned this weekend
to give information on how the
Selective Service System affects
the lives of youth in society today.
David Van Dyck, University
Pastor, said the seminar, spon-

• The Montana String Quartet
will open the 1968-69 chamber
music series with a concert Sun
day night, Nov. 24, at 8:15 p.m. in
the Music Recital Hall.
The faculty quartet will play
works by Schubert, Haydn and
Bach. Members are Eugene Weigel,
violist, Florence Reynolds, cellist,
Eugene Andrie and Gerald Doty,
violinists. Pianist for the quartet
is Lucien Hut. There is no charge
for the concert.
• Applications for student am
bassadors and for membership on
Program Council and Montana Af
fairs Commission are available at
the Lodge Desk.
• Linwood Fredericksen, direc
tor of the School of Religion, will
discuss contemporary religious
forces in America at the L.D.S.
Conflux this noon at the L.D.S.
House, 515 McLeod.
• Varsity cheerleader applica
tions are available at the Lodge
Desk.

CALLING U
TODAY
Intervarsity Christian Fellow
ship, 7:30 p.m., UCCF House.
MONDAY
Baha’i discussion group, 8:30
pjn., 305 Craighead Apts.
Grizzly Rodeo Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Territorial Room 1.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Each line (S words average)
tint Insertion ___ -___________ 10#
Each consecutive Insertion_______10#
Deadlines: Moon the day preceding
publication
It errors are made in advertisement,
Immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible tor
only one Incorrect Insertion.

1. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Beige NFL COAT with fur col
lar at Forester's Ball Friday night. Call
243-5329._______ -____________ 29-2C
LOST: Dog. TOY TERRIER. Black-,
brown- and white-spotted. Name: Poopoo. Call 543-8743 or 243-2368, 28-2c
LOST: FEMALE CAT. YeUow collar
with bell. $5 reward. 549-6640 or bring
to 622 Eddy._________________ 28-2c
LOST: GREEN WALLET in area of LA
Building. Valuable cards. Reward. 5498014,____________
28-3c
LOST: LEATHER BOUND, 3-RING
NOTEBOOK. Reward. Dennis Rovero.
728-3254.___________________________ 28-3C

6, TYPING_________________

TYPING. 549-0251._____________23-7c
EXPERT TYPING. Thesis experience.
Electric typewriter. Will correct. 5436515._______________________ 26-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson. 235
Dearborn. 549-7818.
23-tfc
Typing fast. Accurate, 543-7482. 21-tfo
TYPING, fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.____________________ 12-tfc
TYPING. 549-6602,_____________ 1-tfc

TYPING, former corporate Secretary.

549-6704._____________________ 2-tfc
TYPING in my home. 258-6860. 24-8c
TYPING. Experienced. 549-7282. 24-tfc
EXPERT TYPING on IBM Executive.
Mrs. McKlnsey. 549-0805._______ 28-7c

8. HELP WANTED
BARMAIDS NEEDED, MONK’S CAVE,
Call after 4 pm., 543-8888.
13-tte
BABY SITTER three days a week. Two
boys. Call 549-4989.________
27-5C
TEACHER DESIRES BABYSITTER in
home during week. 8;30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Phone 728-1573 after 5._______ 27-5c
WANTED: BARMAI D, VAGABOND
INN. Snowbowl Ski Resort. It interested call 549-1023 after 7 pm. 28-3c

It fined two students $15 each for
falsifying registration data. Both stu
dents Emar Olav Venold and Leo E.
Dawson are required to purchase de
cals. Dawson also was lined $9 for
three tickets, two of which were $4
each because they were not paid in
the 72 hour limit.
Leon Anthony Pinski and Steven
Grossman were each fined $5 for not
registering their cars. Both are re
quired to purchase decals. Grossman
also was fined $1 for parking in a
no-park area.
Traffic Board also fined Dick Thorp
and Dan Lee Severson $1 each for
parking in no park areas.

ture.

______________________ 8-tfc

I960 MUSTANG GT. High performance.
Indianapolis wide ovals, air condition
ing. automatic power steering, disk
brakes, Mag 500 wheels. Candy apple
red. 19,000 miles. Call during the day.
543-8888,____________________ 22-tfc

22. FOR RENT
ROOMS FOR MALE STUDENTS. Walk
ing distance to campus. Cooking al
lowed. See at 645 E. Kent or phone
549-3820.
29-tfc
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:

WE’RE OPEN LATE!!

:

• VARIETY OF SANDWICHES
• SHAKES, FOUNTAIN DRINKS

1
<

ON THE 93 STRIP —OPEN TIL ONE

Cosmopolitan Club
announces

“Mediterranean Delight” Dinner
7 :30 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 27

Episcopal Church

140 S. 6th East

Today Is the Day
at the

Annual Art Print Sale
at

Associated Students’ Store
The G ift fo r Lovely Legsfr.

Basement Rm. UCCF House
430 University Ave.

$3.00

FOR INFORMATION:
Call Dave Line 549-8444

Pleasing

PANTIES

Coty

by Dana
• Tabu • Ambush
• 20 Carats • Emir
exclusively for men—Canoe and Pullman by Dana

STOICK DRUG
110 Main

\
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HOSi

Colognes
Perfumes
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Sundays, 11 a.m.

MEETING FOR WORSHIP

• Max Factor
lVFW T
llLli tt •

STUDYING?
NEED A BREAK?

BiNTY

by

Revlon

.

in an emergency meeting of the
so-called “Group of 10” nations
could mean no increase in the
value of the mark or any devalu
ation in the French .franc.
Karl Schiller, West Germany’s
minister of economics and the
meeting chairman, told newsmen
work was completed fjrst on the
major element in the package
which concerns what West Ger
many will do to encourage imports
and discourage exports and to
curb speculation against the franc.

(QUAKERS)

been kissed
•

BONN, Germany (AP) — The
world-leading financial nations
broke a deadlock in the interna
tional money crisis yesterday and
worked on a package deal to res
cue the faltering French franc and
to 6ase the threat of harm to the
U.S. dollar, the British pound and
other Western currencies.
At the same time, West Ger
many took sharp action to halt the
rush of speculators buying marks
in the belief they would be re
valued upward.
But the deal being worked out

FRIENDS

I have just

18. MISCELLANEOUS
21. FOR SALE

Program Council and the School
of Fine Arts will sponsor Ros
sini’s comic opera “The Barber of
Seville” tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in
the University Theater.
The Canadian Opera' Company
will present the English version
of the opera. Tickets are on sale
at the Lodge desk, Music Building
and the Cartwheel, a music shop in
downtown Missoula. Tickets may
also be purchased at the U The
ater box office from 1 p.m. until
curtain time Saturday.
In other business, John Meyers,
PC director announced the show
ing of a Charlie Chaplin movie
Dec. 4. A definite place for the
showing has not been selected.
Father Tom Vaughn, an Episco
pal minister from Midland, Mich.,
will play for a “pillow” concert in
the Yellowstone Hoorn of the
Lodge on Dec. 5. Father Vaughn
is a jazz pianist.
A ski film entitled, “Ski Crazy,”
is scheduled for Dec. 12 in the
Yellowstone Room of the Lodge.
The 90-minute film was made by
Rick Glockner, skier and pho
tographer. He will narrate the
film.
The UM Ski Club will help or
ganize the show. The club has
been working on the presentation
of a ski style show in conjunction
with the movie.

Traffic Board

EXPERT SEWING by JAE SEUN. 5438094._______________________ 29-tfc
Specialize in men’s and women's alter
ations. 543-8184,_______________ 3-tfc

7» VOLKSWAGON CONVERTIBLE.
Must sell. 8250. 243-2294._______29-lc
500 cc matchless G80 Scrambler. Must
sell. 243-2294.
29-lc
LEGAL HORNBOOKS. LA 355. 2434752._______________________ 27-3c
1965 CHEV Super Sport, 327 engine,
4 speed, vinyl top, stereo tape, tach
ometer, phone 549-1920 after 6 p.m.
________________________ 26-4c
HOME MADE CAKES for all occasions.
549-2753,____________________ 21-tic
LUCYS. 330 N. Higgins, for outstanding
gifts—dishes, stainless steel, wall decor
and linana in addition to fine furnl-

Rossini Opera
Performs at U
Saturday Night

Traffic Board levied $52 in fines
yesterday.

17. CLOTHING

SINGLETON FELLOWSHIP Group 2580. 549-0269._________________ 20-tfC

sored by Campus Christian Coun
cil and opened to anyone, would
give “information enabling an in
dividual to talk to draft age men
about alternatives and rights and
to help them think out their
course of action.”
It is scheduled for Friday eve
ning at 7:30 in the Lutheran Stu
dent Center at 532 University
Ave.
He said current developments
and future expectations in the Se
lective Service System and vari
ous deferments and problems in
running a draft counseling center
would be discussed Saturday in
the United Campus Christian Fel
lowship House at 430 University
Avenue.

Nations Struggle to Alleviate
International Financial Crisis

Opinion Polling: How and Why
By NANCY MARKS
Special to the Montana Kaimin
In this year of the political
dragon, America glued its eyes to
the heartbeat of politics, public
opinion polling. Gallup and Harris
are the awesome voices of proph

University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

ecy. On the other hand, research answered best by pollsters, politi
ers, politicians and the general cal science and journalism profes
public have questioned the valid sors and students, some of the
ity of polls. They ask, how are people who study public opinion
these polls made, what do they sampling.
mean and why are they studied?
Thomas Payne, political science
These questions are perhaps professor who completed an elec-
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Legislature to Decide

UM

tion poll in Missoula County re
cently, said polls have four main
factors: (1) the type of list from
which the sample names are
chosen;* (2) the way in which
names are chosen from the list;
(3) the interview method and (4)
the type of questionnaire used.
Missoula Poll
The Missoula County poll, taken
Oct. 28 to Nov. 4, was based on
voter registration lists. Mr. Payne,
aided by 48 students froth his po
litical parties class, polled 287 of
25,229 voters in 36 urban precincts.
The remaining 15 rural precincts
were not polled because of lack of
time.
Mr. Payne said the validity of a
poll depends on how scientific its
methods of sampling are. “Polling
is related naturally to statistics,”
Mr. Payne said. “For instance, to
illustrate the law of probability,
if you have a thousand black beans
and a thousand white beans in a
jar and take out a handful, the
odds are that you will get half
black beans and half white.”
This element of chance used in
a poll helps guarantee that the
random sample is scientific also.
“Chances of one voter’s name
being chosen must be as good as
any other’s being chosen,” he said.
For the Missoula County poll, an
assistant opened a book at random
and chose a page number, which
was 61, for the sample. To insure
a sample size of about 300, Mr.
Payne then chose every 80th name
on the voter list, beginning with
the 61st. Students personally in
terviewed people in the sample.
“Personal interviewing is the
best method,” Mr. Payne said, “but
the limiting factors of this method
are that many people are not
home, have moved away or simply
refuse to answer. These names
have to be disregarded.” Mr.
Payne has been polling since 1956,
but only as an amateur. He said
he hoped that the students would
get 200 usable responses.
Questionnaire Form
The questionnaire form used in
the Missoula poll had on it the
names of the candidates for the
presidency, congress, governor, su
perintendent of public instruction,
the state senate plus the six-mill
levy.
At the top of the page instruc
tions to the student are these:
“This is an impartial survey of
voter preferences. Each response
will be treated with complete con
fidence. . . . Be courteous and do
not argue! It is, of course, the priv
ilege of the respondent to decline
to answer.”
The questionnaire must not be
slanted to provoke a certain an
swer, but more important, the
student must not try to influence
the person’s choice, according to
Mr. Payne, or the poll will not be
accurate.
Although the National Commit
tee on Published Pollsters has been
formed to set standards for opin
ion surveys, the polls use various
methods of sampling. There are
more than 200 published polls in
the United States, according to the
July 19 publication of Life maga
zine.
The Montana Poll is run by a
professional pollster, Mrs. Dolly
Ziegler of Billings. Mrs. Ziegler,

MayGet New Library

By CINDY PRICE
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Students studying on the floor
In the hallways during final week,
confusion surrounding the check
out desk between classes, and
students running from floor to
floor to gather all the material
on one subject typify the problems
of the University Library.
The library is too small for the
number of the students, the size
of the library’s collection, and for
adequate consolidation of materi
als. The building was built in 1923,
the annex added in 1956, and both
were designed for a much smaller
enrollment.
January Decision
A new library building has been
designed and in January, the peo
ple of Montana through their legis
lature will decide whether they
want an adequate library on this
campus when the appropriation for
the building is introduced and
voted upon.
To assist the designing of a new
building, a program statement was
developed by Earle C. Thompson,
dean of library services, and Don
ald P. Chvatal, library planning as
sistant. It assessed the present li
brary, its deficiencies and proposed
standards for the new library.
The program statement noted
that the present seating arrange
ments at two-person desks and at
tables seating four to eight stu
dents allow distractions and dis
turbances as students come and go.
The library should have 1,000 more
spaces according to standards ac
cepted by most library authorities
who suggest reader space for one
out of every four students. By 1981,
It is estimated through projected
enrollment figures, 3,341 readerstations should be provided;
A similar problem was discussed
regarding shelving space for books
and materials. On June 30, 1968,
the collection consisted of 464,000
volumes. This collection fills slight
ly more than 80 per cent of the
total available shelving, suggest
ing a capacity for a 20 per cent
growth but all shelves are not
equally usable. The present shelf
capacity will be surpassed by
1970.
One of the outstanding aspects
of the library is the federal docu
ments collection. The library has
been a depository for VS. govern
ment publications since the early
1900’s. The materials include gov
ernment committee hearings, con
gressional records, annual reports
of department, government re
search, and varied publications
such as the agriculture yearbook.
Rare items in the collection in

clude the will of Jonathan Swift
dated Sept. 8, 1718, the original
draft of the poem, “Life” by Eliz
abeth Barret Browning with her
corrections and revisions. There is
also a letter by Robert Brown
ing dated Feb. 10, 1865, on display
in the lobby of the library. An ex
planation says the letter is ex
tremely r a r e because b e f o r e
Browning’s death, he requested
that his letters be returned and he
burned those so returned.
Research Library
The statement continues to say
that when an academic library
reaches 500,000 volumes, library
authorities usually consider it to
be a “research library” or one
which attempts to be comprehen
sive in most subject areas. Since
research libraries tend to double
in size within 10 to 15 years, by
1981 the UM library could exceed
one million volumes.
The problem of inadequate shel
ving space is made more acute by
arrangement considerations, ac
cording to the program statement.
Many shelves are overfilled with
tightly packed books and the tops
of shelves are being utilized to
maintain the shelving order which
makes materials difficult to find
and difficult to reach. A student
who wants all pertinent materials
on one subject may have to use
three different floors to acquire
them because books, journals and
documents cannot now be shelved
together.
However, a library does not con
sist merely of read-stations and
bookshelves. There are service
points which require space for pa
trons as well as staff, such as the
circulation desk, the reserved book
desk, the reference desk, and the
documents reference desk. There
are also special functions which
require not only adequate floor
space but, in many instances spe
cified conditions such as controlled
light, electrical outlets, and some
degree of isolation, controlled ac
cess or high availability. Examples
of these are the microfilm reading
facilities, the public catalog, the
bibliographical collection, the pho
tocopy service, the Montana collec
tion and other special collections.
The space for service points and
special functions are in every case
inadequate, Mr. Thompson said.
Rearrangements Help Some
According to Mr. Thompson, the
library was rearranged this year
to alleviate some of its problems
and to make more efficient use of
the space that is available. He said
the greatest benefit was gained
through better coordination of the
collections and services. But the
number of reader-stations were in
creased only slightly and only a

little leeway was gained in the
problem of shelving. The library is
still limited by its walls.
The plans for the new library
were drawn in 1966 and the meth
od for developing these plans was
unique, according to Mr. Thomp
son. “We began by determining
the needs of a new library,” he ex
plained, “then had the plans
drawn to encompass these needs,
and then estimated the cost. We
didn’t ask for some money and
then try to figure out what we
could get for it.”
The program statement used for
this was developed after consulta
tion with various faculty, groups,
the library staff and on the basis
of questionnaires distributed to the
faculty and students. Its purpose
was to supply the architect with
a description of space needs, space
relationships, and functional needs
necessary to serve the University
until 1981. From this statement,
the plans were drawn by Fox,
Balias, and Barrow, Missoula arch
itects, who were chosen by the
State Board of Examiners. Wil
liam L. Carlson of the Oregon Sys
tem of Higher Education who was
named library consultant by the
University assisted the architects
during the planning. The cost of
the building was estimated from
the plans at $4,500,000 and a re
quest for that amount was sub
mitted to the 1967 Montana Legis
lative session. Although the au
thorization was granted, the ap
propriation was defeated.
Two Phase Project
The University again will ask
for funds for the new library in
the 1969 and 1971 legislatures. But,
because of increased construction
costs in the past two years, the
same building will now cost $6,600,000. Due to the amount of the
(Continued on Page 12)

POPULATION PROBLEM—UM Library is over
crowded with students wanting to study and books

who has polled for newspapers in
South Dakota two years, chooses
her sample from Montana tele
phone listings and sends her ques
tionnaires by direct mail. In an
interview, she refused to explain
what method of random sampling
she uses.
Mrs. Ziegler stated her position
this way:
“My editors in South Dakota
advised me not to publish the
number of questionnaires sent out
or the rate of return. Their feeling
was that Mr. Gallup had spent
years trying to explain random
number sampling to the general
public and was still trying. Their
reasoning seemed valid to me so
I followed the same policy here
in Montana.”
Mrs. Ziegler, who was gradu
ated from the University of Ken
tucky and has worked as a news
paper reporter, said her rate of
poll return was “very good.”
Commenting on the use of tele
phone books, she said, “I do recog
nize the drawbacks of using tele
phone books for sampling because
of those who don’t have telephones
or are unlisted, but using voter
lists as well as the personal inter
view method is too expensive for
me to handle.”
She pointed out that the South
Dakota poll, sponsored by the Argus-Leader newspaper in Sioux
Falls, also uses telephone books
for its random sampling. It uses
direct mail for questioning.
“This method worked in South
Dakota for 15 years. It has an in
teresting record of accuracy,” she
said.
The South Dakota poll has indi
cated the winner of 30 out of 33
different primary and general
elections since 1952.
Mr. Payne, who has done sev
eral informal polls, said he re
ceived only 60 per cent return in
a mail poll.
“I have found,” Mr. Payne said,
“people are less honest in their
opinions when they write than in
person. They also are hurried. This
causes distortion of the polL”
The Montana Poll questionnaire
begins “If the November 5 elec
tion were held TODAY, which
candidates would win YOUR vote?
Please cast your “straw vote” in
each contest.” It also asks the per
son’s usual party preference plus
any comment the person would
like to make.
Compared to informal county
polls and the Montana Poll, na
tional polls, such as the Gallup
poll run by George Gallup, Jr., are
completely different.
Even though Gallup is sampling
the entire country’s population, he
reduces his sample to between
1,500 and 3,000 people. A combina
tion of the random method and the
quota method of sampling is used.
The nation is broken down geo
graphically into sections, then into
states and cities. Blocks in the
cities are chosen by a random
method. Then interviewing is done
personally by 300 canvassers who
each have a quota' of interviews to
fill. This is quota sampling.
Quota Sampling
Quota sampling means, Mr.
Payne said, that Gallup knows
what each per cent of the popula(Continued on Page 11)

needing shelf space. (Staff photo by Bill Ander
son.)

Drama Troupe To Return
By LORRAINE EDMO
Montana Kalinin Staff Writer
UM’s traveling USO drama
troupe will return to the Univer
sity campus next week following a
two-month tour of Greenland, Ice
land, Labrador, Newfoundland, the
British Isles, and Western Europe.
The University cast performed
its last show of “The Unsinkable
Molly Brown,” on Oct. 23, and
since then has been traveling inde
pendently or in groups throughout
France, the Low Countries, the
British Isles, Spain and Italy.
. The traveling troupe is made up
of a 14-member cast of U of M
Masquers and their director Fir
man H. Brown Jr.
After leaving Keflavick, Iceland,
the last place of performance, the
troupe departed for Glasgow, Scot
land, and half of the company
stayed there to see the Scottish
Ballet Company. The other half
traveled to Edinborough to tour
the castles.
Before departure, the group had
decided to meet in three principal
cities during their month-loiig va
cation tour of Western Europe.
The first place of meeting was
London, Oct. 29. The troupe trav
eled to Stratford-on-Avon to see
Shakespeare’s birth place and at
tend a production of “King Lear,”
by the Royal Shakespearean Com
pany. The group also attended
Strindberg’s “Dance of Death,”
while in London with Sir Law
rence Olivier playing the lead
male.
Paris was the site for the second
company meeting on Nov. 6. Before
the meeting, most of the troupe
visited Amsterdam or Rotterdam,
Holland. In Paris, members of the
company toured the palace of
Versailles and independently vis
ited museums and theaters.
Before meeting in Rome last
week, members of the company
traveled to Spain, Vienna and
Switzerland. Many cast members
spent time at the Roman Forum
and at the Vatican.
This week, the company meets
for a final tour of London be
fore returning to Montana and the
University campus. Before leaving
London, the company will see per
formances at the Royal Opera
House.
The University company left
Missoula Sept. 28 and performed

for U.S. servicemen in Labrador,
Greenland, and Newfoundland
during the first month of travel.
The UM production of “Molly
Brown” was selected for the tour
by the American Educational The
ater Association and the U.S. De
partment of Defense.
The vacation tour of tWestem
Europe and the British Isles was
made possible by a special “delayen-route” program sponsored by
the Defense Department. This pro
gram enables the USO college

groups to travel throughout vari
ous countries following their per
formance.
Members of the UM company
are: Duncan Crump, Douglas Dunnell, Fredricka Ibsen, and Nancy
Senechal, Missoula; Paul Ander
son, Barbara Crump, and Frances
Morrow, Billings; Glenn Gauer and
Sharon Strobel, Great Falls; Nick
Alex, Hingham; Melvon Ankeny,
Victor; Rosalie Bracco, Butte; Ted
dy Ulmer, Townsend, and Kath
leen Wruck, Laurel.

Elegy on The True and Final Death
of Haight Street
By PAUL BRIANS
The Ballantonian
They grew in chrome cages
in cloth of gold
and they shined
shined
they shone
and the air was so pure
so wholesome
they could not feel themselves breathe
and daily transfusions of
cool, cool cash
were injected into their veins
so they did not feel that either
They wandered off
lost their wallets
id . cards
draft cards
and all that money
They stuck an experimental finger
in the dirt at a flower root
and smelled it
and found it
interesting.
They decorated themselves like Christ
mas trees
peace on earth
good will to men
do your thing
It was then they found
that when to be merely average is to be
rich
there is a joy in being poor
to live on unborrowed peanut butter
sandwiches
and unshelled rice
to wear canvas, sheepskins, even khaki
to shake off hairdos and baths
poverty is the only wealth
Every day
trying to be poor

sinking their toes in it
grabbing up fistfuls of it
chewing and swallowing it
fbe dirt
the earth, they said
And listen
no
listening is not it
not where it's at
tike
let the body be
the voice of the music
let it shake you
make you
rape you
explode you into everybody
all in one
roaring
beat

Haight St.
Sunday afternoon
mobs of tourists
come to look at the freaks
paying. $4.50 for a psychedelic poster
sure to turn you on
and a peace medal
and the freaks
looking suddenly in broaddaylight
like ancient children
brought to gauntness and numbness
with no sign of having bloomed
begging "spare changef9
or customers for bad grass
(a child said What is the Grass?)
fetching it to me with full hands;
"our daily bread;
we %
sell it")
where is the amen
hare krishna hare krishna on and on
no amen
no tears on haight st.
for wading

Take a Study Break . . •
Have a Pizza
from

SHA

R IE F

Highway 93
1106 W. Broadway
543-7312
549-9417
FREE DELIVERY BEGINS AT NOON

“Copper King at War”
The Biography of F. Augustus Heinze
By SARAH McNELIS
University of Montana Press
Hardcover $6.95

Rudy’s News
“Paperback books at popular prices”
329 N. Higgins

SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEES ONLY
ALL SEATS 50*
MGM’S ALL-TIME GREAT FILM
Rudyard Kipling’s Immortal

“KIM ”
Errol Flynn and Cast of Thousands • Technicolor
OPEN AT 12 NOON
Shorts at 12:20-2:55
“KIM” at 12:55-3:30

Now Through
Saturday!

Showplace of Montana

WI L MA

Phone 543-7341
Phone 543-7341
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T e a se h im !
T h r o w h im in a coffin .

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!
The film too beautiful to censor . . .
C an ad ian
O p era
C om pany
1968 FALLTOUR

THE

BARBER

Janos Films, which first introduced American audiences to
the works of Fellini, Antonioni and Ingmar Bergman now
presents a remarkable work by an outstanding new director...
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OF
SEVILLE
ROSSINI'S COMIC OPERA

inenglish
w ith ORCHESTRA .
MetroGoldwyn
Mayer
presents
AnAllenKlein
Production

Saturday, Nov. 23
8:15
University Theater
TICKETS:
$3.25, $2.75, 2.25
50e STUDENT
SEDUCTION AT
THE MUSIC
SCHOOL OR THE
LODGE DESK

*^ T on y

Anthony

Nikos Koundouros’

YoungAphrodites
WINNER OF 5 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS!
OPEN 6:45 P.M.
Adults Only l
Shorts at 7:00-9:00
Feature at 7:30 - 9:30
All Seats $1.25

ROXY
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"T H E STR A N G ER R ETU R N S"

J

din T~\__ 1 T_]• Producedby
and
- Directedby
^ J J a n V a O l S Roberto Infascdli MaximoGualdl \toceLevvi»

SoagwtedlwtatwMiwcM| METROCOtOK

MGM_____

SHOW TIMES
Today: Shorts at 6:25-8:45; Feature at 7:05-9:25
Saturday: Feature at 5:30-7:50-10:05. Shorts at 7:10-9:30.

UM Professor Explains Opinion Polling
(Continued from Page 9)
tion is Negro, Protestant in a high
-or low economic class, rural or ur
ban or other classifications. A pro
portionate amount of each classifi
cation is included in the quota
sample.
Dr. Leo Bogart, a public opinion
researcher, said in the fall, 1967
Public Opinion Quarterly.
"How meaningful are survey
'data that emerge from unin
formed, apathetic and indecisive
Individuals . . . ?” .
First, polls are only samples of
opinion from individuals on how
they are going to vote, They are
not Accurate forecasts of results of
the elections.
Second, all polls are tallied on a
standard error basis. Mr. Payne
explained one of the standard er
ror formulae this way: the per cent
of people for is multiplied times
the per cent of people against. This
number is divided by the number
of the entire sample. The square
root of the last ntamber gives the
standard error.
entire number of sample
V Per cent for X per cent against
The standard error formula rec
ognizes that the sample is not the
whole voting population. The per
centage number reached by the
formula is this recognized error of
the poll.
The standard error becomes
smaller as the size of the entire
sample becomes larger, Mr. Payne
said.
“This is why the Gallup and
Harris polls, with 1,500 to 3,000
people for samples, have a stand
ard error of only three to five
per cent,” he said.
This standard error percentage
represents a margin of both right
and wrong. For instance, if Gallup
showed Nixon to have 51 per cent
of the vote with a four per cent
error, this means the 51 per cent
could be four per cent either way;
it could be 47 per cent or 55 per
cent.
Mr. Payne pointed out that the
"for and against” standard error
formula accommodates two candi
dates for an office, but when a
third candidate enters the race,
such as George Wallace has done
in the 1968 presidential election,
the statisticians have trouble han
dling the complications. The per
cent of standard error becomes
less meaningful also.
To understand what the cli
mate of opinion showed in the
polls means, Mr. Payne said that
the time in which the poll is taken
is important.
“About 75 per cent of the people
make up their minds early,” he
said, "while the rest do not decide
or change their minds. Some do
not decide until they walk into
the voting booth.”
An example of the importance
of the time of a poll is shown in
the Nixon-Kennedy race in 1960.

HELD OVER*

FA Y
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In early October, both Nixon and
Kennedy had 50 per cent. In late
October, following the television
debates of the candidates, the poll
showed Nixon with 47 per cent and
Kennedy with 51 per cent.
The meaning of a poll also de
pends on its cross section of opin
ion.
“This means,” Mr. Payne said,
“that men and women and black,
white, rural, urban, religious and
geographical sections of the popu
lation must be represented in the
poll to get a true cross section.”
Warren Brier, dean of the jour
nalism school and teacher of a
public opinion class, said the
meaning of a poll depends on
where the interests lie of the peo
ple being polled. That is, do the
people vote as they do because
(hey are white, or because they
live in the city, or because they
are wealthy.
Why They Are Studied
The polls are studied by poll
sters, politicians, teachers and stu
dents. Mr. Payne explained it this
way:
“First, people are curious so they
want an advance indication to
know the unknown. Polls also give
the candidates an idea of hdw they
are doing so they can gaiige their
campaigns accordingly.
“I have my students study and
make polls so they can actually
get out of the classroom and talk
to the people, to gain an insight
into how the lay people really look
at politics. They see this way that
the world is not as neat and tidy
as it looks in the textbooks.”
Through polls, students learn
that social sciences can b'e more
precise by scientific methods of
procedure, Mr. Payne explained.
Polls can make the social sciences
more relevant and concrete.
Leon. Pinski, graduate.student in
journalism, and a member of the
political parties class, reinforced
this idea.
“If you talk to people, they don’t
think it’s a joke. They can tell
what you’re doing, and you know
how they feel.”
Dean Brier stresses polling in
his public opinion class so the stu-dents learn to see the apathy of
the public and learn how to help
this through the news media. They
must also learn to question and
understand the polls in order to
see their effect oh public opinion,
he said.
Another reason for studying
polls is to refihe the question
naires. Mrs. Ziegler, an independ
ent pollster who writes all her own
questionnaires, said:
“I still haven’t been able to write
a good questionnaire (for in
stance) on water conservancy dis
tricts, although I’ve tried to do so
several times. It is a complicated

subject and yet must be explained
in simple language.
The students who participated
in the Missoula County poll made
varied observations on how they
feel and what they learned.
Pinski said he learned more
about the problems of the political
party system.
“Among the six people I polled,
I found one woman whose name
was on the registration list had
not lived in Missoula for two
years. Another lady had not voted
in 15 years, but her name was still
on the list. The others knew very
little about which candidates were
running. I feel pow that the pre
cinct party people have not been
getting information about politics
out to the public.”
Pinski said that polling had
given him a clue to the answer
-why the youth of today feel they
don’t know how to express them
selves within the political party.
“This is because the party work
ers have not been explaining the
job in the first place,” he said.
Inna Batts, a graduate student
in political science who also par
ticipated, said she thought the poll
ing created interest among the lay
people for politics.
“I reached five people. Most
were pleased that their names
were pulled out for the poll, as if
it were a distinction to be polled.
Several of them offered more
opinions than just the candidate
they preferred,” she said.

Gary Langley, a senior in jour
nalism, said his participation in
the poll confirmed his distrust of
polls.
“I can see too many ways polls

can be rigged,” Langley said, “al
though this Missoula poll wasn’t.
You can pick a neighborhood and
know how they’ll vote before you
start.”

SKI SEASON IS NEAR . . .

is . s K i r

It’s time to get both you and your
ski wardrobe in shape!
Make yourself a ski outfit from the
large selection of ski stretch and
sweater fabrics at Helen’s.

T fm l

HELEN'S MILL ENDS

v

®

614 South Higgins

u l

THE Self-Service Auto Care
SPURS Saves You Money
Lubes_______________________ 75^
Tire Balance_____ :_________ 50^/wh
Major Brhnd Oil_____ ________45f qt.

We Furnish Everything . . .
YOU DO THE WORK TO KEEP YOUR CAR
IN TIP-TOP SHAPE

FREE . . . Five Minute Car Wash with 10-Gallon Purchase
of THUNDERBIRD GAS

1358 BROADWAY

STARTING SUNDAY . .
The Year's Funniest Movie ^ . .

T h is p e rfe c tly
d e lig h tfu l c o u p le ...

are overtheir-heads
in a perfectly,
delightful
schem e
to confuse
a com puter...,
and embezzle
a fortune!

2ND

THEATRE

Regular Prices

Program Information
and Weekly Time
Schedules—Tel. 728-1121

THE
LIQUIDATOR
jawBor.. Q o n

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
A M ii d r e d Freed Alberg Production s ta rrin g

P e t e r U s tin o v . M a g g ie S m ith
K a rl M a ld e n ^
Hear Lulu
sing
‘This Time’

$$H o t M illio n s 55
“ A CLASSIC! A SHOCKER
BEYOND BELIEF!" -

upi

“ ‘BEST ACTRESS’ HONORS
TO MIA FARROW.”
H earst N ew s Service

Mia farrow
In a William Cast!* Production

Rosemary’s Baby
John Cassavetes
Ittn c d o r A R nm ortP icM
Suggest'd to Mature Autenca

co-starring

RichardBarton
ElizabethThylor
AlecGuinness
PeierUstinav
■Vibe Comedians!!

Bob N e w h a rt

guest stars

_

____ _

__

.

R o b e r t M o r le y • C e s a r R o m e r o
Screenplay by Ira Wallach and Peter Ustinov
Directed by Eric Till
Produced by Mildred Freed Alberg
M e tro c o lo r

ImfcMritjGobifacie

$£§& In FUirisloi aodMetraoior 4

The Liquidator__ ______ 7:15|
Comedians ___________ 9:001

SCHEDULE OF SHOWINGS
Sunday: “Hot Millions” at 5:30-7:55-10:00;
Short Subjects at 7:25-9:50.
Mon. & Tues.: Shorts at 6:30-8:55; "Millions” at 7:00-9:25.
Friday, Nov. 22, 1968
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Overcrowding Hinders Library
(Continued from Page 9)
request, the funds will be re
quested in two phases: Phase I
in 1969 wiU be for $3,600,000 and
Phase II in 1971 will be for $3,000,000. The money for Phase I
will enable construction of two
lower levels and the main floor
on the old Dornblaser Field. Phase
II monies will be for construction
two upper floors and two lower
levels beneath the mall between
the library building and the new
Student Center.
Mr. Thompson explained that
this two phase approach will per
mit continuous construction on the
building since Phase I is not ex
pected to be complete before the
second phase is requested. He says
if Phase II is not approved the
University will then have two li
brary buildings with two staffs be
cause the building provided by
Phase I will not be large enough
to house the entire library.
The new library building will be
functional with 80 per cent usable
space although 66 per cent usable
space is considered average for
most buildings. A student will
easily find the materials he needs
and then have several options for
its use. The collection will be di
vided into three broad subject
areas. The lowest floor will con
tain the Social Sciences; the first
sub floor, humanities; the main
floor, general services; the first
floor, sciences; and the top floor
will hold the documents and the
Montana Collection. Each of the
subject areas — social sciences,
humanities, and sciences — will
have their own documents, bibli
ography and catalog sections. The
materials in a division — books,
journals, and reference works —
will be housed in open stacks for
easy accessibility. They will be
serviced by staffs trained in the
literature, terminology and meth
odology of one or more of the dis
ciplines represented in the area.
All areas will be uniform in ar
rangement, practices, and services.
Beading space will be inter
spersed among the stacks so a stu
dent can check the material from
tile shelf to determine its use
without returning to his desk.
Each area Will have a conference
room for class or group discussion
for 16 people and 4 smaller con
ference rooms for five students
each. These rooms will be wired
for sound from a central listening
center. There will also be a tir 
ing room for eight students, a
smoking room for 30 people with
casual furniture, and closed car
rels for assigned graduate students
or faculty members on research
projects.

Listening Center
services will be available on this
A central listening center on floor.
The documents floor will also
the humanities floor will provide
both recreational and instructional house the map collection, micro
or assigned listening from both forms, the Montana Boom. The li
musical and spoken records and brary administration hopes that
tapes. Thirty earphone stations will the Montana Boom will become a
be available at individual study prestige area, both in content and
tables and 20 stations will be in furnishings. It will include Uni
the recreational reading room. The versity theses and dissertations
recreational reading room on the (first copy), the Montana Authors
main floor will seat 100 students collections, rate and special Mon
and will be attractive and comfort tana books, and the University
able with informal furnishings to Archives.
The University needs a new li
encourage casual reading or brow
brary building now. The students
sing among varied materials.
The main floor will contain the need the study space. Additional
public catalog, the bibliography shelves will soon be vitally nec
collection, the circulation desk, the essary. But whether one is built or
reserved book room and an infor not will be decided by the legisla
mation desk. Special and technical ture.

TheM ilk
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*P ro F o o tb a ll
P la ye rs (A m e rica n
F ootbaH League
P la ye rs A s s o c ia tio n )

ENJOY Community
Meadow Gold dairy
products every day.

COMMUNITY MEADOW GOLD

COME TO US!
for the greatest selection in

Art Supplies
Posters
Decorative Murals
Custom Framing
Foster Art Books
Cork Bulletin Boards
Special Order Service

Anaconda Building
Materials

IN REHEARSAL—Kimberly Head and Charley Martin are shown
in rehearsal for “The Good Woman of Setzuan,” an all out attack
on the traditions of the theater, to be staged Dec. 5, 6, 7, 8 at 8:15
P-m. in the University Theater. It will be the second prodnction of
the season.

Be M a s te r
o f Your

Hey, the weekend
starts tonight
(and so do low
Long Distance rates)

for
Wild Game
Processing
Duck & Goose
Processing
•
Fish Smoking
Lockers

•

Eggs
3 dozen for $1

Open 7 Days a Week
8 a.m.—6 p.m.

Brooks Street
Lockers

From 7 PM Friday night to 7 AM Monday morn
ing (including all day Saturday and all day Sun
day) you can call out of state anywhere in the
continental U.S. (except Alaska), talk for three
minutes, and PAY NO MORE THAN ONE BUCKI

Mountain States Telephone <

(Behind Eddy’s Bakery)
230V& Brooks
543-5280
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On the spot, at home.,.anywhere, anytime—
when you want to put a finger on cash to pay a
bill, reach for a low-cost ThriftiCheck, your pen
and WRITE. How much? To whom? Then sign.
Done! WELL DONE every time with a ThriftiChed^
Personal Checking Account And ThriftiCheck be
praised—besides this brilliant bill-paying perform, ance, expect to save more in hidden costs than'
you pay for each ThriftiCheclU Ask us HOW and
WHY soon.

WESTERN 3S BANE

